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word–sentence pairs were presented in a different random

order to each participant. We randomly assigned partici-
pants to each set (Set A: n = 31; Set B: n = 21).

Procedure

Participants were assessed individually. They read and

signed a consent form, provided basic demographic infor-
mation, and completed the self-report measures (i.e., SPAI,

STAI, BDI). Participants then completed the WSAP on a
computer.

Word Sentence Association Paradigm

Each WSAP trial comprised four steps. First, a fixation

cross appeared on the computer screen for 500 ms. The
fixation cross directed the participants’ attention toward the

middle of the screen and alerted them that a trial was

beginning. Second, a prime representing either a threat
interpretation (e.g., ‘‘embarrassing’’) or a benign interpre-

tation (e.g., ‘‘funny’’) appeared in the center of the

computer screen for 500 ms. Third, an ambiguous sentence
(e.g., ‘‘People laugh after something you said’’) appeared

and remained on the screen until participants pressed the

space bar indicating that they finished reading the sentence.
Finally, the computer prompted participants to press ‘#1’

on the number pad if they thought the word and sentence

were related or to press ‘#3’ on the number pad if the word
and sentence were not related (see Fig. 1). Participants then

pressed the space bar, and the next trial began. All text

appeared in black, 12 point font against a gray background.

Results

Set Effects and Questionnaires

We compared participants in each set (A or B) on demo-
graphic characteristics, group assignment, social anxiety,

depression, state anxiety, trait anxiety, and the WSAP

social sentence indices (% threat endorsement, % benign
endorsement, and reaction times). There were no signifi-

cant set differences for any of these variables (Ps [ .1).

Thus, we continued our analyses collapsing across sets.
The SA group was significantly more SA, t(50) = 17.90,

P \ .001, depressed, t(50) = 5.40, P \ .001, state anxious,

t(50) = 6.54, P \ .001, and trait anxious, t(50) = 8.53,
P \ .001, than the NAC group.

We also compared participants in each set on the non-

social sentence indices. Sets differed on benign endorse-
ment (P \ .03), but not on threat endorsement or reaction

times (Ps [ .6). Thus, we included set (A or B) as a

covariate on any analyses involving non-social sentence
benign endorsement.

Reaction Time Data

We measured participants’ reaction time to decide the

relatedness of threat and benign interpretations to the
ambiguous sentences (see Table 2 for means and standard

deviations). Thus, the WSAP results in four types of
reaction times: (1) endorsement of threat interpretations,

(2) rejection of threat interpretations, (3) endorsement of

benign interpretations, and (4) rejection of benign
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appeared in black, 12 point font against a gray background.

Results

Set Effects and Questionnaires

We compared participants in each set (A or B) on demo-
graphic characteristics, group assignment, social anxiety,

depression, state anxiety, trait anxiety, and the WSAP

social sentence indices (% threat endorsement, % benign
endorsement, and reaction times). There were no signifi-

cant set differences for any of these variables (Ps [ .1).

Thus, we continued our analyses collapsing across sets.
The SA group was significantly more SA, t(50) = 17.90,

P \ .001, depressed, t(50) = 5.40, P \ .001, state anxious,

t(50) = 6.54, P \ .001, and trait anxious, t(50) = 8.53,
P \ .001, than the NAC group.

We also compared participants in each set on the non-

social sentence indices. Sets differed on benign endorse-
ment (P \ .03), but not on threat endorsement or reaction

times (Ps [ .6). Thus, we included set (A or B) as a

covariate on any analyses involving non-social sentence
benign endorsement.

Reaction Time Data

We measured participants’ reaction time to decide the

relatedness of threat and benign interpretations to the
ambiguous sentences (see Table 2 for means and standard

deviations). Thus, the WSAP results in four types of
reaction times: (1) endorsement of threat interpretations,

(2) rejection of threat interpretations, (3) endorsement of

benign interpretations, and (4) rejection of benign

500 ms 

(Participant presses space bar)

TIME

(Participant presses #1 (‘related’)) 

+
funny

People laugh after something you said. 

Was the word related to the 
sentence?

Fig. 1 Example trial
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EB
Parenthood

Interpretat ion bias

BREAKS A GLASS BY 

THINK S/HE DID IT  ON 



W S A P  I N  A  C O N T E X T  O F  PA R E N T I N G  A N D  E B

13

Interpretat ion bias

à CREATE NEW SENTENCES 
RELATED TO CHILD’S EB





15

Interpretat ion measure

MY CHILD SPILLED A GLASS OF WATER

“ S / H E  D I D N ’ T  D O  I T  
O N  P U R P O S E ”

“ S / H E ’ S  E X C I T E D  A B O U T  
S O M E T H I N G  N I C E ”

“ A F T E R  A L L ,  I T  H A P P E N S  
T O  E V E R Y O N E  O N C E  I N  A  

W H I L E ”

“ S / H E  C A N ’ T  PAY  
AT T E N T I O N  T O  W H AT  S / H E ’ S  

D O I N G ”

“ S / H E  C A N ’ T  S TAY  S T I L L ”
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LISTENING 

( A N D  F O R  Y O U R  H E L P )

Hansotte Logan
logan.hansotte@umons.ac.be
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